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ABSTRACT 
An upper optimal bound is obtained for the multiplicity of solutions of second- 
order linear differential equations on networks with general boundary and node 
conditions. This bound depends only on the abstract-topological associated graph. In 
particular, the result holds for the multiplicity of eigenvalues of the corresponding 
operators. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. 
1. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
Consider a connected network .A( as defined in [2], with M edges and N 
nodes. (We allow the possibility that there are multiple edges and loops, and 
there can be also terminal nodes. in other words, nodes receiving only one 
edge). 
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Identify each edge as a real interval [ -a,, ai] (i = 1, . . . , &I), and sup- 
pose that on each of them a second-order differential equation is considered: 
d2ui 
e9-g + b’(x)~ + Ci(X)Ui = 0 (i = l,..., M), (1.1) 
with continuous coefficients and a’(x) > 0 for all x in [ --ai, a,]. We suppose 
that in the nonterminal nodes continuity conditions are imposed: in a node 
receiving the edges [-~,,~,l,...,[-~k,~kl, [-~k+l,~k+ll,...,[-~l,~ll, 
and such that the extremes --a,, . . . , -uk, uk+ 1,. . . , al coincide, the follow- 
ing conditions are set: 
ul( -uJ = --* = Uk( -uk) = Uk+l(q+J = *** = Ul(Ul). (1.2) 
On the other hand, we suppose at every node general generalized Kirchhoff 
conditions: for a node j as above, 
_i &(_,) i jdu, 
i=lffJ dx u1 + aj & C"i) + rjuoj = 0 (j = l,..., N), i=k+l 
(1.3) 
where uoj is the common value of the ui at node j, a$ > 0 for nonterminal 
nodes, and CY~ > 0, oj2 + r-j” z 0 for terminal nodes. For a nonterminal node, 
when rj = 0 the condition is of Kirchhofiluw type. If for a terminal node 
rj = 0, the condition is of Neumann type; and if oj = 0, it is of Dirichlet 
VPe * 
It is known that the problem for a single interval has either uniqueness or 
multiplicity 1, and for the circle S1 the multiplicity is lower than or equal to 
2. For dimensions higher than 1 and elliptic partial differential operators, it is 
known that there is “arbitrarily high” multiplicity. For networks the multiplic- 
ity is bounded ( see [3]) by the number 2M. We are going here to obtain a 
better bound. 
Our results can also be applied to study the multiplicity of eigenvalues 
resulting from the corresponding parabolic system. 
Problems of this kind on networks or multidomains have been studied by 
several authors concerned with heat conduction on such domains and with 
nerve impulse transmission. G. Lumer [lo] started to develop a general 
theory of “local operators on ramified spaces” and dealt with specific situa- 
tions such as the network cases and different operators of diffusion type on 
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each arc. S. Nicaise [ll, 121 has obtained some results concerning elliptic and 
parabolic operators, and has studied in particular, along with J. P. Roth [13], 
the spectrum of the Laplacian operator over a graph (that is, the case ui = 1, 
b’ = c* = 0, aJ! = 1, rj = 0). J. von Below [2-i’] has studied the diffusion 
equation and, more generally, linear and semilinear parabolic problems on 
networks, obtaining results about the existence of solutions and maximum 
principles in each case. F. Ali Mehmeti [l] dealt with hyperbolic operators 
related to mathematical models for vibrating media systems, and studied in 
particular nonlinear wave equations on k-dimensional ramified spaces (k = 1 
corresponds to networks). 
Similar problems appear also in elasticity theory for small-width three-di- 
mensional structures that, in practice, can be approximated by lower-dimen- 
sion models containing unions or junctions (see [9]>. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND MAIN RESULTS 
If we ignore the coupling and boundary conditions, every edge carries a 
general solution depending on two parameters; thus the set of coupling and 
boundary conditions is a linear algebraic system with 2M unknowns (the 
mentioned parameters) and 2 M equations too: an easy calculation gives 
2 M - N continuity equations plus N equations (1.3). Let _H denote a matrix 
corresponding to these equations. The dimension of the kernel of _H will be 
called the multiplicity (m) of the problem, i.e., m = 2 M - rank A. It is 
clear that m is also the number of linearly independent solutions of (l.lF(1.3) 
belonging to @W) in the sense of [3]. 
We will say that the edge [ -a,, a,] is of type z if the equation 
d( x)u:I + b’( x)u; + ci( X)Ui = 0 (2.1) 
has a nontrivial solution z)~ such that u,(--ai) = z;~(u~) = 0; otherwise we will 
say that the edge is of type 2. 
For a type 1 edge the general solution of (1.3) can be written ui( x) = 
A,zj,(r) + B,zo,(x), with v,(-a,) = ~,(a,) = 0 [accordingly, u:(-a,) Z 0 and 
~:(a~) # 0] and wi( -ai) # 0, wi(ui) # 0; note then that in the continuity 
equations the coefficients of the parameters Ai will be zero and those of the 
Bj will be nonzero (if the considered edge is not a loop), and in the equations 
(1.3) the coefficients of the Aj will be nonzero, except for the cases of a loop 
or terminal node with Dirichlet condition; in this latter case the equation is 
like those of continuity. 
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For a type 2 edge, the general solution of (2.1) can be written ui(x> = 
C,o,(x> + D,w,(r), with +a,) = 1, v,(a,> = 0, ~~(--a,) = 0, w&z,) = 1 
[accordingly, ui<ui> # 0 and wi( -a,> # 01. If the edge is not a loop and its 
extremes are not terminal, ui appears in two continuity equations; in one of 
them Ci has coefficient 1 and Di coefficient 0; in the other, vice versa: Ci 
and Di do not appear both in the same continuity equation. In the equations 
(1.3) Ci will have nonzero coefficient in one of them (the one for the a, 
node) and Di will have nonzero coefficient in the other (the one for the -a, 
node). If one of the nodes is terminal, for instance the a, one, we will have 
nonzero coefficient for Ci if the condition is not of Dirichlet type, and 
nonzero coefficient for Di (and zero for Cj> otherwise. 
For definitions (tree, spanning tree, cycle, path, distance d between 
vertices, etc.) and properties of graphs and pseudographs see [8] and [I4]. 
If we eliminate all the bridges of a network, we obtain a set of subnet- 
works without bridges, together with isolated vertices (nodes). Reducing 
those subnetworks to vertices, and bringing back the bridges, we will obtain a 
tree. If this reduced tree has T terminal vertices, we will say that the original 
network has T terminals. If there are no bridges, we define T = 2. 
The main results of this paper are the following theorems, which establish 
an accessible bound, depending only on M, N, and T, for the multiplicity of 
solutions of the considered problem. 
THEOREM 1. The multiplicity m described above for the problem 
(l.l)-(1.3) satisfies m < M - N + T. 
THEOREM 2. Given a network, there exists a choice for the functions 
ai( hi(x), ci(x) (i = 1,. . . , M) of (1.1) such that m = M - N + T. 
COROLLARY. Admitting variations for the functions U”(X), b’(x), ci(x) 
(i = 1,. . . , M) of (ID, th e maximum multiplicity on a network is 1 if and 
only if it is a path (a two-terminal tree). 
Precise formulae for the multiplicities have been obtained in [2], [ll], and 
[13] for some particular cases: in [ll] and [13] for the case u”(x) = 1, 
bYx) = C?(X) = 0, 2ui = 1 (i = l,..., M) on a finite connected graph 
without loops, with Kirchhoff laws at nonterminal nodes and Dirichlet 
conditions at terminal ones and also with Neumann conditions at every node; 
and in [2] for the case u”(x) = 4af, b”(x) = ci(x> = 0, with CY~ = ui and 
Sturmian boundary conditions at the terminal nodes and Kirchhoff laws at the 
rest of them. 
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3. AN AUXILIARY RESULT ON GRAPHS 
LEMMA. Consider a pseudograph F with M edges and N vertices which 
is the result of replacing, in a tree Fwith N, certice.s and T terminals, n (>f its 
vertices by pseudographs Yi without bridges, each of them with Mi edges and 
N, vertices. Let S be the largest number of edges of 5 that are not loops or 
multiple cmd can be ordered e,, . . . , eA and oriented Zi = (Vi, Vi) in such a 
way that 
(a) C’, # C; and Vi # Vi j&- i,.j = 1,. . . , k and i Z j; 
(b) &I’,, q> > 1 forj < i. 
Then the number S satisfies 
S>N,,-Tflf kSi, where Si = nux {2( Nl - 1) - Mi ,(I}. 
i=l 
(3.1) 
Proof. First consider the case Z = 5 We observe that if from a tree 
with T > 2 terminals we cut off a branch (that is, a path that starts at a 
terminal vertex and ends at a vertex receiving more than two edges), we 
obtain another tree with T - 1 terminals. 
If T = 2, 9 is a path of N vertices and N - 1 edges. We order and 
orient them by running along the path from one terminal to the other; in this 
way, (a) and (b) are verified. The number of selected edges is N - 1 = N - 
2 + 1 = N - T i- 1. Suppose that any tree with T - 1 terminals and N,, 
vertices verifies (3.1), and that we have a tree Ywith N vertices, T of them 
terminal, that is obtained from a tree 7, with T - 1 terminals by adding a 
branch of N, = N - NO vertices (and, obviously, N, edges). We orient and 
order the new edges starting from the new terminal; all these edges, except 
for the last one, ordered in this way are intercalated among the selected ones 
of 7a immediately after the edge of q,, whose final is the connection vertex. 
It is clear that the selected edges of 7 verify (a> and (b). The number of 
them is [ N,, - (T - 1) + l] + (N, - 1) = N - T + 1. 
Suppose now that 5’ has no bridges. Every connected pseudograph 
without bridges can be built in the following way: 
(1) We start with any cycle Z?” of 9. 
(2) The graph sj (with Mj edges and Nj vertices) is obtained from 
5j-’ by adding a path of N j - Nj-l 2 0 vertices and Nj - N.i-’ + 1 
edges that create a new cycle (after a finite number k of stages, .Yk = g’>. 
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Let Sj be the number of selected, oriented, and ordered edges verifying 
the thesis in the pseudograph gj. For j = 0, 9,, is a cycle and MO = No. 
Starting from any vertex, we run along the cycle, orienting and ordering the 
edges according to the running. It is clear that we can select No - 2 edges. 
Suppose that Sj- ’ > 2( Nj- ’ - 1) - Mj- I. There are two cases: 
(i) Nj - Nj-’ = 0, that is, the path to be added is a single edge. If it is a 
loop, it will not be selected, and the selection of edges from gj is the same 
as from .W ‘. If the added edge duplicates a previous edge, we reject both 
of them. If it increases the multiplicity of any previously multiple edge, we 
reject it too. 
(ii) Nj - Nj-’ > 0. Then this is a path with more than one edge that 
connects two vertices V and V’ of 37-i (it is possible that V = V’). Select 
all the edges of the path except for those that connect with V and V’. If in 
the selection from 5i-l there were edges a ending at V, b starting at V, c 
ending at V’, and d starting at V ’ and a was before d, intercalate between 
them the selected edges of the path, oriented and ordered following the path 
from V to V’. If a was after d, then, as is easily seen, c was before b; then 
intercalate the selection between c and b, but now oriented and ordered 
oppositely. We can proceed in an analogous way if we have other possibilities 
for selection or not of edges arriving at and starting from V and V’. The 
result is that we always can add Nj - Nj-’ - 1 new edges to the previous 
selection. Then 
si > 2( Nj-l - 1) - Mi-’ + ( Ni - h7-l - 1) = 2( Ni _ 1) _ Mj. 
When we arrive at the k th stage, gk = k? and S 2 2( N - 1) - M. 
Consider now a pseudograph 5 with M edges and N vertices which is 
the result of replacing, in a tree 7 with N, vertices and T terminals, one 
vertex by a pseudograph .Yo without bridges and with MO edges and No 
vertices. 
(i) If MO > 2(No - 11, it is clear that the selection for 5 can be the 
same as the selection from Y. 
(ii) If M, < 2(No - l), suppose that a and b are two consecutively 
selected edges from Yending and starting, respectively, at the vertex to be 
replaced; in order to obtain the desired result, intercalate between a and b a 
selection of edges from go constructed as above, but starting from a path 
(perhaps empty) of edges of go that connect a to b. We can proceed in a 
similar way if the node to be replaced is terminal or any of its adjacent edges 
was not selected. 
Iterating this method, we obtain the desired result in the general case. ??
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
4.1. 
Consider first that no terminal node has a Dirichlet condition. 
4.1.a. Suppose that the network has only type 1 edges. We till have, at 
every edge, ui = A,ei + B,wi with uI(-a,) = ui(a,) = 0, oi(-ai) + 0, ui(a,) 
# 0, w,(-a,) # 0, w,(a,) # 0. 
Construct a spanning tree for the network, and order its nodes and edges 
in the following way: the first node is arbitrary; the first edge is any one that 
connects the first node with another one of the tree, and this latter node is 
the second one; successively, the ith node is connected with the (i - I)th 
one by the (i - I)th edge. The rest of the edges of the network can be 
ordered arbitrarily. It is clear that the first N - 2 continuity equations can be 
ordered in such a way that the ith one is 
&Bk - P,+1&+1 = 0 ( Pk # 0, pi+, # 0, 1 < i < N - 2). (4.1) 
The 2 M - N - (N - 2) = 2[ M - (N - l)] remaining continuity equations 
are those in which the edges that are not in the spanning tree are concerned; 
every edge of these occurs in two equations; we choose one of them for each 
edge, and we write these M - (N - 1) equations after the previous ones; it 
is clear that (4.1) holds. The rest of the continuity equations can be added in 
arbitrary order. We write then the equations (1.3) (one for each node) 
following the order of nodes in the tree. Then the matrix d will be as in 
Figure 1 (every X means a nonzero element). 
We easily obtain rank & >, M - 1 + N - 1 = M + N - 2 and therefore 
m<2M-rank&GM-N+2=M-N+T. 
Observe that in order to obtain this inequality we can ignore one arbitrary 
equation (I.3), since any of them can be chosen as the first one (it corre- 
sponds to the arbitrarily chosen first node of the spanning tree). 
4.1.b. Suppose now that all the edges are of type 2. At each edge we will 
have ui(x) = C,U,(X> + D,w,(x), with ui(-a,) = wtL‘,(ai) = 1, c,(a,) = 
wi( -a,) = 0, ui(a,) # 0, and wI( -a,) # 0. Therefore, the nonzero elements 
of _& corresponding to the continuity equations are equivalent to a block-di- 
agonal matrix, in which each block (corresponding to a node receiving k 
extremes of edges) is (k - 1) X k and of the form shown in Figure 2. 
Now we order S edges as the lemma says. The origin and final of each of 
these edges are nodes whose continuity boxes in LL?’ will be put one after the 
other consecutively. If we now write, between these two boxes, the row 
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B1 Bz B3 ...... BM A1 A2 A3 ...... A,,,, 
x x 0 ...... 0 
...... x 0 ... 0 
. . . . 
. . 0 0 
I . . . . . . .*. f” ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
x x ............ ... ... ... ... ... ... 
X ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
0 x ............ ... ... ... ... ... ... 
.................. f . . . . .......... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 . . . 0 x . . . . . . 
FIG. 1. 
corresponding to the equation (I.31 of the origin node, it has only one 
nonzero element above the final node box; we choose as the first column of 
this box the column in which this nonzero element appears (see Figure 3). 
The lemma guarantees that above this box there is no other nonzero 
element in A. It results that the final node box increases its rank by one by 
adding the equation (1.3) of the origin node (and we can do this S times). 
If we consider, for simplicity, that the graph is the result of replacing in a 
tree one node by a network without bridges, we obtain the following (note 
that N = N, + NO - 1 and M = M, + M,): if M, > 2(N,, - l), then 
rank.H>2M-N+N,-T+l 
>M+M,+2(N,-l)-N+N,-T+l 
=M+N-T, 
1 -1 0 . . . 0 
0 1 -1 .*_ i -.-I : ‘. . . ‘. . 0 0 . . . 0 1 -1 
FIG. 2. 
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1 -1 0 . . . 0 
0 1 -1 *.. ; 0 
: . . . . . . 0 . . .  . 
0 
1 . -1 0 
. . . . . . . . . . , . . x 0 . . . . . . 0 
1 -1 0 . . . 0 
0 0 1 -1 . . . ; 
. b .:: . . ‘. . 0 0 1 -1 
FIG 3. 
and if M,, < 2(h7,, - l), then 
rank&> 2M - N + N,z - T + 1 + 2(N, - 1) - M,, 
=M+N-T. 
Observe again that one of the equations (I.31 can be ignored in the 
calculations; that equation corresponds to the node whose continuity box 
appears in the last position in A?, and the choice of this node as the last one 
is arbitrary. 
If we replace several nodes by subnetworks without bridges, we clearly 
obtain the same result. 
4.1.~. Now suppose that the network has edges of both types. The 
network can be considered as the result of replacing in a reduced network g,‘,_ 
with all its edges of type 2, some nodes by subnetworks with all edges of type 
1. It is clear that if the reduced network has T, terminals, then we have 
T, < T. 
Let us see what happens with the matrix Jr of the reduced network 5; 
when we replace one of its nodes by a subnetwork g, with N, nodes and M, 
edges of type 1. If the node to be replaced receives k edges, the k - 1 
corresponding continuity equations will be replaced by 
(1) k continuity equations like Ci = PjBj, 
(2) the M, - 1 continuity equations of the subnetwork Z?‘i, and 
(3) the equations (1.3) of the nodes of F,, except for one of them 
(remember the observation in Section 4.l.a), which can be chosen in such a 
way that it is concerned with the edge selected by applying the lemma to F,_ 
(if that edge was really selected). This equation will replace the equation (I .3) 
of the concerned node of gV. 
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4 cz . . . Ck BI Bz . . . . . . BM, A1 AZ . . . . . . AM, 
1 0 . . . 0 -7 0 1 *a. i . . . : . . . . . . . 0 0 
0 . . . 0 11 
x x 0 . . . 0 
. . . . . . x . . . . 
0 ‘! 0 0 . . . -. . . . . . . x . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
X . . . 
0 x . . . 
. . . . . . r : . . . . . . 0 . . . 0 x ::: 
FIG. 4. 
The continuity box of the concerned node of 9r (see Figure 2), which has 
rank k - 1, will be therefore replaced by the block of Figure 4, whose rank is 
at least k + M, - 1 + N, - 1. Therefore, 
rankA>2M,+N,.-T,.+Mr+Nr-l=M+N-T,>M+N-T, 
and then m Q M - N + T. Furthermore, it is clear that this inequality does 
not change if several nodes of the reduced network are substituted. 
4.2. 
Finally suppose that some terminal nodes have Dirichlet conditions. 
We can observe that imposing a Dirichlet condition on a terminal node is 
equivalent to replacing this node by, for instance, the edge [-a, a] = 
[ - 7r/4,7r/4] with the equation U” + u = 0 to be verified on it and with 
Neumann condition at the new terminal node: u’(a) = 0. This is a type 2 
edge, because we can write u = CU + Dw with u = (l/ fixcos x - sin X> 
and w = (l/ fix cos x + sin x), which verify u(a) = w( -a> = 0, u( -a) 
= w(u) = 1. The new Neumann condition implies C = 0, and then ~(-a> 
= Dw( -a) = 0 and u ‘( -a> takes an arbitrary value; therefore, the function 
corresponding to the edge ending at the original terminal node must verify a 
Dirichlet condition at that node. 
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Accordingly, if there are L terminal nodes with Dirichlet condition, the 
corresponding system of equations is equivalent, at least as concerns multi- 
plicity, to the system for a network with M + L edges, N + L nodes, and the 
same number T of terminals: m < (M + L) - (N + L) + T = M - N + T. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
With the aid of some elementary results about ordinary differential 
equations, we can easily see that for every edge of a network, and given the 
real numbers rl, re, ci > 0, cp > 0, it is possible to choose continuous 
functions a( r ), b( x1, c( x> [with n(x) > 0] such that the equation a( x)u” + 
6( x)u’ + c( x)u = 0 has in [ -1, I] two independent solutions zj, tc: whose 
behavior in -1 and I is either of the following: 
(i) 0(--l) = v(Z) = 0, G’(-1) = l/c,, c’(Z) = l/c,, WC-Z) = w(Z) = 
1, u:‘(-Z) = ?-i/Cl, w’(Z) = -?-Jc,, 
(ii) 2;(Z) = 0, u’(Z) = l/c,, u’(-Z) = (r,/c,)o(-Z), w(--Z) = 0, 
u:‘(-I) = l/c,, w’(Z) = -(?-,/C&(Z). 
We choose option (ii) for the terminal edges of the reduced tree and 
option (i) for the rest of the edges of the network, taking in each case for the 
ci and r, the numbers c$ and rj/kj (i = 1, . . . , M, j = 1, . . . N), with CX~, rj 
the coefficients of the equations (1.3) and kj the number of edges arriving at 
each node. So the network is now structured in the following way: 
(1) A central subnetwork with M,, type 1 edges and N, nodes; for each 
of these edges we put ugi = A,,G,,~ + B,iuoi (i = 1,. . . , M,). 
(2) T terminal subnetworks with all edges of type 1, with M,, N,, . . , MT, 
NT edges and nodes respectively; for each edge, 11,~ = AFiv,, + Briw,i (i = 
1 M,). > . ..& r,,,t, 2.. , d 
e ges, each of them connecting one of the terminal 
subnetworks to the central subnetwork; for these edges, u, = C,v, + Diwi 
(i = l,...,T). 
We admit the possibility that some (or all) subnetworks can be single 
nodes. It is clear that the totality of edges is M = M,, + M, + ... +M,. + T 
and the totality of nodes is N = N, + N, + 1.. + N,. 
This construction lets us also write the coupling and continuity conditions 
in a very easy form. For instance, consider the equation (1.3) corresponding 
to a node receiving k type 1 edges (associated functions IL,, . . . , uk) and one 
type 2 edge (associated function u I. Without losing generality we can suppose 
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that this node corresponds to the left extreme of each edge, denoted by 
-1 i, . . . , -Z,, -1. The equation (1.3) can be written 
- iclci.:( -&) - cu’( -I) +m(-Z) =o, 
but u( -I> is the common value of all the ui in the node; therefore it can be 
replaced by [u(-E) + ui(-Ii) + **a +~,(-l~)]/(k + l>, and because of the 
previous construction one easily obtains the equivalent equation Cf= i Ai + D 
= 0. So we are going to calculate the rank of a system with the following 
equations: 
(1) The continuity equations of the central subnetwork, which can be 
summarized as B,, = B,, = *** = B,, = yrC, = ..* = yrC,, where we 
have supposed that at the nodes of this sibnetwork receiving type 2 edges the 
values of the wi are zero and those of the vi are yi # 0 (i = 1,. . . , T). 
(2) The continuity equations of terminal subnetworks: B,, = B,, = *** 
= B r‘+f, = S,D,(t-= I..., T), where we have supposed that, at the node of 
these subnetworks receiving the corresponding type 2 edge, the value of w, 
is 6, # 0 and the value of 0,. is zero. 
(3) The N, q ti e ua ons (1.3) of the central subnetwork, in which the Aoi 
appear (each Aoi appears, if the edge is not a loop, in two equations: in one 
with coefficient I, and in the other with coefficient - 1) and, in some of 
them, one or several Di with coefficients f 1. 
(4) The N, (i = 1, . . . , T) equations (1.3) of the terminal subnetworks, in 
which the corresponding A,i appear in the mentioned way for the central 
subnetwork and the corresponding Ci with coefficient k 1 in only one 
equation. 
The first change in the system (without changing the rank) that will be 
made is to replace one of the equations (1.3) of the central subnetwork 
containing some Cj by the sum of all these equations; the resulting equation 
contains only C,‘s. In an analogous way, in the equations (1.3) corresponding 
to each terminal subnetwork we replace the (only) equation containing Di by 
the sum of all the equations; the resulting equation is Di = 0. 
In order to construct the associated matrix _,L? we will order the columns 
in the following way: C,, . . . , Cr, B,,, . . . , BOM,, A,,, . . . , 
A 1M,’ . . . > A T1, . . . > A TMT, A,,, . . . , Am,, D,, . . . , D,, B,,, . . . , 
B B B 1M,>“‘> T1>“‘, TM,> and for the rows the order will be the following: 
(a) The modified equations (1.3) of the terminal subnetworks (that is, 
those equations that contain only the Ci). 
(b) The continuity equations of the central subnetwork. 
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(c) The rest of the equations (I.31 of the terminal subnetworks. 
(d) The equations (1.3) of the central subnetwork, writing at the last 
position the modified equation that does not contain any AUi. 
(el The continuity equations of the terminal subnetworks. 
We will consider a first block &i with the rows of (a) and (b), a second 
block Mz with those of (c), and a third one .H7 with those of (d) and (e). 
Then J is block-diagonal with blocks J%, , AZ. A&. 1, has the form of 
Figure 5 and therefore rank = M, + T. AZ is a set of T independent 
subblocks with ranks N, - I,. . . , Nr - 1, and therefore rank ~8”~ = N, 
+ ... +N,. - T. In the block &I we make the following change (without 
changing the rank): we sum the columns of each group B,, , . . . , B,,,,, and 
multiply the result by the number - I/S,, and we sum this with the column 
corresponding to D,; we replace this last column by the mentioned linear 
combination of columns. Then the block &? will have the form of Figure 6, 
and accordingly rank &a = N,, + M, + ... + Mr. Therefore, rank J?’ = n/l,, 
+T+N,+ ... +N, - T + N,, + M, + ... +M,. = M + h7 - T. So we ob 
tain m = M - N + T. 
6. PROOF OF COROLLARY 
The condition is clearly sufficient. To see that it is necessary, remember 
that always T > 2 and M > N - 1 for connected networks. If m,,,,, = 1, we 
easily obtain M < N - 1 and T = 2. 
Cl . . CT BOl . . . 1 . .  BOMB 
1 0 . . . . . . . . 0 
. . 
. . . . 
. . 1 
. . 61 1 
-1 1 . . . i 
. . . . . 0 
-1 1 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
FIG. 5. 
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0 r . . 0 -1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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